One Moon Coats its Neighbor in Dust

- The trailing face of Saturn’s moon Iapetus is ~10 times brighter than its leading face.
- For 300 years, astronomers debated whether the cause was internal (e.g., eruption of dark material on one face) or external (e.g., debris from a nearby impact).
- The discovery of a giant ring around Saturn and close-up Cassini images confirm an external cause: dust particles coat one side and drive ice to the other by sublimation.

Saturn’s moon Iapetus has a dark leading side, while its polar regions and trailing side are bright. The dividing line follows a pattern like the stitching on a baseball.
A Ring Creates a “Baseball” Moon

- Impactors strike one of several distant dark Saturn moons (such as Phoebe), supplying a ring of dark particles that orbit Saturn ‘backwards’, like Phoebe
- Sunlight pushes the ~10 micron particles inward over thousands of years
- Particles collide with Iapetus and other inner moons, making their leading face slightly darker
- The darkened ice absorbs more sunlight, warms up, and sublimes, recondensing as bright frost on the trailing side and poles

Dust from backwards-orbiting (captured) Phoebe coats the leading side of Iapetus

Sun-warmed dust causes sublimation, driving ice to the poles and trailing side
The Big Picture

- Planetary moons can be “painted” at a global level by external causes such as dust and even charged particles.
- Dark dust and bright ice can segregate on a moon’s surface, as sun-warmed dust drives ice to brighter, icier regions.
- New telescopes and instruments keep discovering new phenomena: The “Phoebe ring” is the largest and most distant from its parent body.

Artist’s conception of huge ring around Saturn, discovered at IR wavelengths by the Spitzer Space Telescope. The inset indicates scale by showing an enlarged ground-based IR image of Saturn.
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